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The emission properties of HCP excited to the A, B, and d electronic states have been studied. 
Lifetimes and quenching rates have been measured. By spectrally resolving the emission 
spectrum, the energy of94 vibrational levels of the ground electronic state have been measured to 
an accuracy of :::; 5 cm -I. These energy levels were fit to experimental accuracy by a rigid bender 
Hamiltonian thereby determining the bending potential over a range of bending angle from 0 to 
100° (0-17 500 cm -I). An ab initio bending potential has been computed for HCP and found to be 
in excellent agreement with the experimentally fitted one over the range that the experimental 
data span. This potential predicts that HPC has an energy maximum with respect to the bending 
coordinate. The bending potential decreases monotonically by about 30 000 cm - 1 in going from 
HPCtoHCP. 

INTRODUCTION 

HCP is an obscure molecule to most chemists, yet it is 
well characterized spectroscopically. In fact, more elec
tronic states have been characterized for HCP than for any 
other polyatomic molecule. 1 This was reported in one paper 
by Johns, Shurvell, and Tyler.2 This work was extended by 
Hartford et al.3 who used optical stark spectroscopy to mea
sure the dipole moment for several excited electronic states. 
Frost et al. have measured the photoelectron spectrum of 
HCP,4 and King et al., the emission spectrum of the HCP+ 
ion.5 The ground electronic state has been thoroughly stud
ied as well. The microwave spectrum was studied by Tyler6 

and by Johns, Stone, and Winnewiser.7 Cabana and co
workerss- II have used high resolution IR spectra of HCP 
and its common isotopically substituted species to determine 
most of the harmonic and second order anharmonic con
stants. In contrast to this extensive spectroscopic informa
tion, there exists no thermochemical data on HCP, so its 
dissociation energy is not yet known. 

The known spectroscopic properties of HCP are very 
similar to those of HCN. Like HCN, the ultraviolet absorp
tion spectrum is dominated by a bent(A )+-linear(X) transi
tion.2 For HCP, the origin for this transition is at 2874.22 A, 
which is much more accessible than the A+-X system of 
HCN. 12 The absorption spectrum ofHCP does not show the 
diffuseness that characterizes the HCN spectrum, but it is 
not known if this is because the transitions are below the 
dissociation limit or not. 

It is known that the bending potential of HCN has a 
well on the HNC side -5200 cm- I higher than the HCN 
side. \3 Ab initio calculations put the barrier to isomerization 
at 17 500 cm - 1.14 The present work was undertaken to char
acterize the bending potential of HCP to see if it has analo-

a) Junior Fellow, Harvard Society of Fellows. 

gous behavior. Because of the bent+-linear nature of the 
A+-X transition, the fluorescence spectrum was expected, 
and found, to have a long progression in the bending mode. 
Because the C-P bond length also changes, the C-P stretch 
is also active in fluorescence. No observable activity in the 
C-H stretch was found. 

From the resolved fluorescence spectrum, 94 vibration
al energy levels have been observed in the ground electronic 
state. These states have up to 27 quanta in the bending mode 
and up to five quanta in the C-P stretching mode. Most of 
these observed levels are reported for the first time. These 
energy levels are fit, to within experimental accuracy of 5 
cm -1, by a rigid bender Hamiltonian 15-17 with five free pa
rameters. The bending potential can be considered to be de
termined over a range of bond angles corresponding to the 
classical turning points of the highest observed bending state 
0-100°(0-17 500 cm -I). The slope of the bending potential is 
still increasing at the highest observed level so the potential 
shows no sign of turning over, like the HCN potential does in 
this energy region. 

An ab initio bending potential for HCP has been calcu
lated at the MP4/31G** level (fourth order M46ller-Plesset 
perturbation theory) using bond lengths optimized at the 
HF /6-31 G* level for a given HCP bond angle. The calculat
ed bending potential is in excellent agreement with the ex
perimentally determined one over the experimentally sam
pled region. The ab initio potential predicts that HPC is 
approximately 30 000 cm -I higher in energy than HCP, and 
has a maximum in the bending potential. This is in sharp 
contrast to the HCN behavior. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

HCP was synthesized by the procedure of Hopkinson et 
al. IS who first showed how to generate approximately pure 
samples ofHCP. Briefly, CH3PCl2 was pyrolyzed in a quartz 
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capillary tube, 30 cm long, heated to greater than 1000 °C. 
The major products of the pyrolysis are HCI, HCP, and 
CH4 • The HCI and low volatile products are trapped in a 
KOH filled trap, cooled to dry ice temperature. The HCP 
and unreacted CH3PCl2 is trapped at 77 K, the CH4 is 
pumped away. When the 77 OK trap is warmed to 135 OK, the 
HCP comes off with a vapor pressure of a few Torr. It can 
then be stored indefinitely in a glass tube at 77 OK. When 
exposed to glass, the HCP is quite stable at room tempera
ture as long as the pressure remains below a few Torr. 

HCP fluorescence was observed by exposing it to the 
frequency doubled output of a dye laser pumped by the sec
ond harmonic output of a Y AG laser. The sample was ex
posed to -0.25 mJ ofUV at a repetition rate of 20 Hz. The 
HCP was found to be photochemically unstable when 
pumped to the excited electronic state, so it was necessary to 
slowly flow the HCP through the fluorescence cell. In all the 
measurements reported here, the dye laser was operated 
with a linewidth of -0.3 cm- I and was tuned to the R 
branch band head of different vibrational states. One band, 
theB-X transition which has itsR branch bandhead 2782.22 
A, was examined with rotational resolution and the lifetime 
found not to depend noticeably on J over the range J = 1-9. 

The optical setup is shown in Fig. 1. Undispersed flu
orescence was detected to aid in tuning to the R branch 
heads, as well as to monitor the HCP concentration. Flu
orescence was dispersed through a Spex 1 m double mono
chronometer using a grating with 1200 grooves/mm and 
blazed at 1 ft. Filters were used to separate the overlapping 
orders of the monochrometer. The light was detected by a 
photomultiplier tube which has an extended S-20 cathode. 
Light from a Ne hollow cathode lamp was focused through 
the cell and onto the slits of the monochrometer providing 
calibration lines. The grating drive proved stable over a peri
od of several months, so a single calibration scan, performed 
with narrow slits, was used. 

For the lifetime measurements, the signal from the 
PMT collecting the undispersed fluorescence was captured 
on a Tektroniks transient digitizer and averaged on a DEC 
MINC computer. The lifetimes were determined by a least 
squares fit of the decay curves. Both the data acquisition and 
analysis programs were supplied by Patrick Vaccaro of 
MIT. The HCP pressure was monitored by a thermocouple 
gauge, which was calibrated for use with HCP by compari
son with a capacitance manometer. 

In recording the dispersed fluorescence, the output of 
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PMT m:Q ~:::=* 

1 
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Filt~s q . , . , 
\ , __ --'9"2 ___ _ 

SPEX 1m 
Double Monochrometer 

FIG. 1. Optical setup. Fre
quency doubles output from 
Y AG pumped dye laser propa
gates vertically out of the page. 

TABLE I. Lifetime measurements of HCP. 

Decay rate Quenching rate 
A. Assignment (MHz) (MHz/Torr) 

2874.82 A A 0010.-000 0.46 ± 0.07 
2870.99 A A 012(}......()I IO 0.36 15 
2848.12 A A 0200+-01 10 0.36 15 
2844.65 A A ~1~110 0.60 15 
2835.48 A A 0131~22Q 0.53 15 
2825.72 A A O1I~oO 0.64 9 
2820.90 A A 022(}......()1 10 0.53 9 
2808.26 A A 01°1~110 0.48 14 
2785.53 A A 0210.-000 0.16 14 
2782.22 A B 0010.-000 0.18 14 
2777.58 A d 0010.-000 0.53 7 
2772.05 A A 02°1~110 0.47 4 
2771.51 A 0.46 8 
2770.49 A A ~2~110 0.76 13 
2751.67 A A 0111~ 0.37 14 
2748.35 A A0221~110 0.37 15 
2740.15 A A 0310+-00"0 0.40 
2735.74 A A 01°2~110 0.62 12 

the PMT was detected with a boxcar averager. The gate 
width was set at several fts. The HCP pressure (:::::100 
mTorr) was high enough that the fluorescence was collision
ally quenched. Despite this, the qualitative features of the 
spectrum appeared to be independent of gate width on the 
boxcar, indicating that collisionally relaxed fluorescence 
was not important. 

PHOTOCHEMICAL ACTIVITY 

The HCP sample was found to decompose with a time 
constant of about 5 min when exposed to the 20 Hz laser 
excitation (::::;250 ftJ/pulse) at pressures (::::; 100 mTorr) 
where the upper electronic state was largely collisionally 
quenched. The decomposition ceased or at least slowed dras
tically when the laser was blocked. The vapor pressure of the 
sample did not change, even when almost all the HCP had 
been destroyed. If our sample was predominantly HCP,18 
this implies that one molecule of gas was made for each HCP 
molecule destroyed. The rapidity of the photodecomposition 
implies that the quantum yield for HCP destruction must be 
on the order of unity, unless a chain reaction is initiated 
photochemically. 

LIFETIME RESULTS 

The measured radiative and collisional decay rates of 
the accessible vibrational bands ofHCP are listed in Table I. 
The assignment for the bands is taken from Johns et aU The 
decay curves were adequately fit by a single exponential de
cay. No evidence of quantum beats was found in the decay 
curves. The measurement of the radiative decay rates re
quired working at very low pressures (a few mTorr). It was 
difficult both to maintain stable pressure and obtain accu
rate pressure readings, so the radiative decay rates are only 
accurate to about 25%. Despite this, several qualitative ob
servations can be made. The apparent erratic variation of 
decay rate with vibrational state of the A state is consistent 
with Johns et a1.'s observation of a large number of discrete 
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HCP RESOLVED FLUORESCENCE PUMPING AT 274.5 nm 

j 

perturbations in the spectrum. The weak variation of decay 
rate with vibrational energy of the A state argues that nonra
diative decay is not important, i.e., the zero pressure decay 
rate is in fact the radiative rate. The fluorescence properties 
of the Band d states are very similar to those of the A state. 
This supports Johns et al.'s conjecture that these states gain 
their intensity by borrowing from theA state. The quenching 
rate of 15 MHz/Torr is comparable to rotational relaxation 
rates, and explains why collisionally relaxed fluorescence 
was not a problem. 

RESOLVED FLUORESCENCE 
Figure 2 shows a low resolution plot of the spectrally 

resolved fluorescence spectrum ofHCP, pumping at 2745 A. 
A long progression of 14 members can be seen. Not evident 
from the linear wavelength scale is the very harmonic spac
ing of the progression, with the spacing between the first two 
members being only about 10% more than the spacing of the 
last two members. This is quite surprising since the 13th 
member of the progression has about 17 000 cm - I of excita
tion energy. The spacing of the progression, about 1300 
cm -I, is indicative of either C-P stretching excitation (v3 ) or 
even quanta of the bending mode (v2 ). No progression built 
upon the C-H stretch (VI) could be assigned. The same quali
tative spectrum was observed when pumping different vibra
tional energy levels of the A state, as well as when pumping 
the Band d states. As will be shown below, the long progres
sion is primarily in the bending mode. The Band d states are 
assigned as linear excited electronic states. Thus the fact that 
they give the same fluorescence spectrum as the strongly 
bentA state is further evidence that they are fluorescing and 
presumably also absorbing by borrowing A state character. 

Emission spectra from two excited states were studied 
at high resolution. The first we will discuss is from the 
A (0,2°,1) energy level, pumped with the hot band transition 
at 2772.05 A. The superscript refers to the K value of the 
state. The dye laser was set to excite the R bandhead. This 
excites principally R (6), though R (5) and R (7) are excited as 
well. Because of the selection rules for a perpendicular tran
sition, the fluorescence from K = 0 can only terminate on 
K = I = 1 in the lower state. The rotational selectional rules 
predict a P, Q, and R branch in emission (intensity of about 
1 :2: 1), separated by approximately 2 B J which is about 10 
cm -I for the J values being pumped. The resolution was not 
high enough to resolve the P, Q, R structure, so emission 

I 
530nm 

FIG. 2. Low resolution resolved fluores
cence spectrum of Hep, pumped at 2745 
A. 

bands were identified by the stronger, central Qbranch. This 
final state has one more unit of rotational angular momen
tum than the initial state (we are pumping an R branch) and 
so included with the vibrational energy, there is about 2 B J 
more rotational energy than in the initial state. Therefore, in 
computing the vibrational energy from the difference 
between pump and emission energy, 10 cm -I was subtracted 
to compensate for this extra rotational energy. The energy of 
the (0, 11,0) state, the lower level of the pump transition, was 
taken from Garneau and Cabana.1O Figure 3 shows a high 
resolution scan of the first member of the progression. The 
two observed states, (0,3 1,0) and (0,1 1,1), were both known 
from IR work, and so assignment was straightforward. In 
extending to higher members of the progression, the fine 
structure gets more complicated, as shown in Fig. 4, which 
shows the eighth member of the progression. The lower 
members of the progression were assigned using Cabana et 

al. 's anharmonic constants. II After assigning the lower ener
gy levels in this way, three third order anharmonic constants 
were fit to the data, and used to extrapolate to higher energy. 
In this bootstrap method, most of the strong features in the 
spectrum were assigned, though several notable exceptions 
remain, one being the unassigned peak in Fig. 4. The result
ing spectroscopic constants (lUi and xij from Cabana et al., 
Yijk fitted to the data) reproduced the observed vibrational 
energy levels (rms deviation of 8 cm -I) to about the experi
mental precision, believed to be about 5 cm -I. However, 
there were clearly systematic trends in the residuals. 
Further, the Yijk 's were highly correlated with the assumed 

01
1
1 

2874.3A 
1947 cm-! 

03
1
0 

2878.8A 
2002 cm-! 

FIG. 3. High resolution scan of first member of progression. Pumping 
wavelength is 2772.05 A. Frequency gives vibrational energy offinal state, 
relative to the ground vibrational state. 
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constants, and gave no physical insight into the molecule. 
The 40 assigned energy levels were fit to a physical Ha

miltonian, the rigid bender Hamiltonian, which will be dis
cussed in the next section. In addition to determining the 
bending potential of HCP, the results of the fit were used to 
predict the energies of I = 0 and 2 vibrational states without 
extra parameters. 

The other high resolution spectrum examined is from 
the B state origin at 2782.22 A. This state was assigned by 
Johns et al. as a III electronic state, but Moehlmann et a/. 
reassigned it as 3.d 1 based upon its Zeeman effect. I9 We as
sign its intensity as coming from the A state, most probably 
from the nearby (0,21,0) vibrational state. The radiative life
time was found not to vary over the range J = 1-9, indicat
ing that the mixing with the A state is not caused by rota
tional interactions. The selection rules for fluorescence from 
this K = 1 state are to states with I = 0 and 2. The separation 
in energy between these states should be about 4g22 which is 
about 20 cm -1. When pumping on an R branch transition, 
the rotational selection rules give a P and R branch in emis
sion, but no Q branch (for I = 2 the Q branch is not complete
ly forbidden, but much weaker). Thus the P, R doublets are 
also expected to be about 20 cm -1, leading to a complicated 
spectrum. Figure 5 shows the first member of the progres
sion, with the vibrational assignments marked. As can be 
seen, the spectrum is badly overlapped. Initially, it proved 

001 1336 cm-l 

~ 
P R 

I I 
1279 cm-l 

I 

FIG. 5. High resolution scan of the first member of the progression pump
ing at 2782.22 A. 

0171 0 
10917 cm-1 

FIG. 4. High resolution scan of eighth mem
ber of the progression. 

difficult to assign the bulk of the spectrum, especially since 
there was no information on how g22 would vary with vibra
tional quantum numbers. Since for a linear molecule basis, 
states with the same vibrational quanta, but different values 
of / correlate in a nonlinear molecule to different vibrational 
states with different values of K, it was expected that g22 

would vary quite significantly with bending quantum num
ber. Therefore, initially only the lowest states could be as
signed with any confidence. The rigid bender predictions 
were used to assign the spectra, and the predicted energy 
levels agreed to almost identical error as those I = 1 levels 
that were initially fit, despite the problems of blending in the 
I = 2 spectrum. As it turns out, for the highest observed 
bending levels, g22 increases by only 50%. Combining the 
results from the two upper states, 94 vibrational energy lev
els were measured, relative to the ground vibrational state. 
Most of the states have never been observed before. The ex
perimental accuracy is not very high, but it is probably only 
about five times worse than the believed accuracy of the Ha
miltonian used, and is more than sufficient to determine the 
bending potential to chemically interesting accuracy. 

A few final comments about the emission intensities are 
in order. In a mixed progression such as observed for HCP, 
with both V2 (bending mode) and V3 (C-P stretch) active, one 
expects the highest observed energy levels to be states with 
both V 2 and V3 excited. Figure 6 shows the highest observed 
level, (0,271,0). The state (0,25\ 1) should appear to the left of 
the (0,27\0) state, but nothing is observed on that side. The 
weak peaks on the high frequency side appear in many of the 
high energy spectra, and are not assigned. The intensity of 
the V3 excited progressions just die away before the pure V2 

progression. Exciting to higher A state vibrational energy 
levels would presumably move the Franck-Condon factors 

FIG. 6. High resolution scan of highest observed level. 
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042 080 

5249 cm-l 

FIG. 7. High resolution scan offourth member of the progression, pumping 
at 2782.22 A. 

to even higher ground state energy levels, but we were limit
ed because of the use of the doubled YAG output for pump
ing the dye laser. Figure 7 shows the region near (0,8°,0). As 
can be seen, there is a striking hole where the states (0,6°,2,1) 
should be. In retrospect, such striking intensity variations 
may prove useful in fine tuning the bending potential; unfor
tunately, the present experiments were not carried out with 
attention to the relative intensities, so such information 
would have to come from a more refined data set, including 
the variation in fluorescence intensity with vibrational state 
of the A state. 

FITTING PROCEDURE 

The 94 experimentally determined ground state ener
gies were used in a least squares fitting of a rigid bender 

TABLE II. Comparison of observed and calculated" ground state energies of Hep. 

Stretching state 
(VI' v3 ) Energyb I cm - 1 

Bending state 
v~ (0,0) (0,1) (0,2) 

0° [0]2 1279(0) 2549(1) 
11 [675] 1947(1) [3208] 
2° I 336(3) 2598(1) 3853(3) 
22 1364(6) 2626(4) 3880(4) 
31 2002(1) 3260(3) 4 500( - 3) 
4° [2652] 3902(2) 5141(3) 
42 2682(4) 3932(6) 5 169(5) 
51 3 309( - 4) 4 537( - 17) 5 778( - 6) 
6° 3960(3) [5190] 6 411( - I) 
62 3985(2) [5216] 6440(2) 
71 4607( -4) 5 834( - 2) 7046( - 5) 
8° 5249(1) 6464( - 2) [7672] 
82 5276(1) 6491( - I) [7699] 
91 5 895( - I) 7106(0) 8 300( - 5) 

10° 6 622( - 5) 7728(0) [8919] 
102 6 549( - 5) 7756(0) [8946] 
111 7 166( - 2) 8 359( - 3) 9547(2) 
12° [7792] 8981(3) 10 155(3) 
122 [7820] 9009(3) 10 182(2) 
131 8 424( - 4) [9606] 10 777(5) 
14° 9047(1) 10 219(4) [II 373] 
142 9075(1) 10 247(3) [11402] 
151 9680(4) 10 827( - 10) 11987(0) 
16° 10 289(2) [11440] [12851] 
162 10317(1) [11469] [12610] 
171 10 917(6) 12042( - 13) 13 190(1) 
18° II 519(3) [12653] 
182 II 548(2) [12682] 
191 12 131( - 3) 13 253( - 10) 
20° 12738(5) [13 853] 
202 12766(2) [13 884] 
211 13347(1) [14457] 
22° 13942(3) [15042] 
222 13 971(0) [15074] 
23 1 14547(0) 15644(3) 
24° 15 134(0) 
242 15 164( - 2) 
251 15736(0) 
26° 16317(0) 
262 16 347( - 3) 
271 16 912( - I) 

" Energies only calculated and not observed are reported in square brackets. 
bEnergies are referred to the (0,0°,0) level of the ground state. 
c The obs-calc values are reported in parentheses after the observed energies. 

(0,3) 

3 804( - 2) 
4453( - 6) 
5097(3) 
5 126(7) 
5740(1) 
6367(1) 
6395(3) 

[7003] 
[7624] 
[7650] 
8 249( - 5) 

[8868] 
[8894] 
9490( -2) 

[10 098] 
[10 125] 
10 720(4) 

[II 315] 
[II 343] 
11925( - 2) 

[12519] 
[12548] 
13 127(3) 
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Obs (obs-calc)" 

(0,4) (0,5) 

[5055] [6293] 
5 694( - 5) 6 923( - 6) 
6328(2) [7548] 

[6352] [7574] 
6967(4) 8 180(3) 

[7582] 
[7608] 
8 211( -I) 
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model. 1516 The rigid bender model was modified in the man
ner of Ross and Bunkerl7 to account for the effects ofthe V3 

(C-P stretch) vibrational averaging. As no transitions in
volving the VI vibration (C-H stretch) were seen, it is not 
possible to account for the effects of the VI vibrational aver
aging solely with the present data. The effective bending po
tential function for the (V I,V3) = (O,v3) small amplitude 
stretching states that were observed, is [cf. Eq. (2) of Ref. 17], 

Vi~V3)(P) = V~I =o(p) + (V3 + !)w3(P) + (V3 + !)2X33(P), 

where 

V~I =o(p) = !f~a p2 + -P.f~aaa p4, 

w3(p) = w~OI + W~2'1/' 
X 33( p) = x~ol· 

V~I =o(p) is thus the bending potential function corrected 
for the vibrational averaging of the V3 vibration but not that 
of the VI vibration. The bending potential constantsf~a and 
f ~aaa are primed to indicate that they are to some extent 
"polluted" by the variation with bending angle of the VI 
stretching frequency. w3( p) is the harmonic V3 frequency as a 
function of the bending anglep.1t was sufficient to treat the 
X33 anharmonic constant as independent of the bending an
glep. 

Due to the lack of knowledge of the rotational constants 
for the excited vibrational states, it was not possible to deter
mine the variation of the bond lengths with bending angle. 
The bond lengths that were used in the fitting were the re 
values of Strey and Mills20

: reICH) = 1.0692 A, re(CP) 
= 1.5398 A. These bond lengths were held fixed in the fit

ting. 
In the least squares fitting the five parameters of the 

effective potential function veff(O,v3)( p) were simultaneously 
varied to fit the 94 experimentally determined ground state 
energies. All of the data were given equal weight. The ob
served-calculated differences are given in Table II and the 
standard deviation of the fit was 4.2 cm -I, in good agree-

ment with the estimated experimental precision. The few 
residuals in excess of 10 cm -I probably reflect resonances to 
some degree; one of the most poorly fit levels is near an unas
signed transition in Fig. 4. 

The parameters obtained from the fitting are given in 
the first column of Table III. Our value for faaaa represents 
the first reliable determination of this force constant. For 
comparison the values offaa andfaaaa obtained by previous 
workers are also presented in Table III. 

The dependence on bending angle of the energy of the V3 
vibration was also determined and is given by w~OI and w~). As 
was the case for the HCN/CNH study,I7 the dependence of 
X33 on bending angle was not determined. Cabana et al. II 
obtained a somewhat differentx33 from ours. The size of this 
discrepancy is in line with previous comparisonsl7 and prob
ably results from the larger amount of experimental vibra
tional data, although oflower accuracy, that was at our dis
posal. 

The value offaa given in the first column of Table II is 
corrected for the V3 vibrational averaging, through W(2l, but 
not for the VI vibrational averaging. To estimate the effect of 
the VI vibrational averaging on the potential function, the 
three observed vibrational states ll involving VI' (1,0°,0), (1, 
11,0) and (2, 0°, 0), were used to determine the three VI vibra
tional constants w\OI, W\2), and Xli> while keeping all other 
constants fixed. The resulting value forfaa corrected now for 
both VI and V3 vibrational averaging, is given in the second 
column of Table III. Also given are the VI vibrational con
stants. Because these constants result from a "perfect fit
ting," three data fitted with three constants, their errors 
could not of course be determined, and their final values are 
very sensitive to any perturbations in the observed levels. 

The resulting true bending potential is shown as a func
tion of the bending angle p by the solid curve in Fig. 9. The 
horizontal line at 17 500 cm - I approximately corresponds 
to the highest observed bending energy, including the zero 
point, and thus indicates the region over which the potential 
function is determined, viz., 0·_100·. Although the highest 

TABLE Ill. Parameters of the rigid bender model obtained by the least squares fitting. aJ = 10- 18 J. 

Parameter Present work 

laa/aJ rad- 2 0.24797(12),·b 

laaaa/aJ rad-4 - 0.097 76(69)b 

w\OI/cm- 1 

W\21/ cm-1 rad- 2 

w!,"l/cm-1 1296.7(13) 
w~l/cm-1 rad- 2 -136.6 (II) 

xI~l/cm-1 

xI~/cm-1 - 5.08 (24) 

0.2595c 

3339.1" 
- 231.0-

- 55.6961" 

Reference 20 

0.2550 
0.05d 

Ref. II 
- 55.6961(39) 

- 5.6751 (56) 

Reference 21 

0.255 
0.3 

'The number in parentheses is one standard deviation in units of the last digit quoted for the parameter. 
bThese values are uncorrected for the VI vibrational averaging. These are the values for I~a and/:..wa' 
cThis value has been corrected for the estimated effect of the VI' vibrational averaging. See the text for an 
explanation. 

dThese authors use a definition of/aaaa different from the usual one. The value reported here has been convert

ed to the usual definition . 
• Estimated values, see the text. 
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observed bending state lies slightly above the energy needed 
to isomerize HCN into CNH (-17300 em -1)14 the empiri
cal HCP bending potential shows no sign oftuming over to 
form a minimum for CPH. Thus the bending potentials of 
HCN and HCP are quite different, despite the close similar
ity in most other spectroscopic properties. 

A semirigid bender fitting was also done, using bond 
lengths determined by fitting our ab initio values (Table V 
and Fig. 8) for values of p from 0° to 75° to give rHC 

= (1.0619 + 0.0176 p2) A, rcp = (1.5149 + 0.0311 p2) A. 
The resulting potential function agrees to within better than 
200 cm -I with the one determined by the rigid bender fit
ting. We thus anticipate that the error introduced by the 
assumption of a rigid bending geometry to be on the order of 
1%. 

AB INITIO CALCULATIONS 

In the first part of a recent theoretical study22-25 of the 
gas-phase proton affinities of molecules containing P-C or 
As-C multiple bonds, there was noted a striking difference 
between HCN and HCP, namely, that while the former pro
tonates at N to form the linear HCNH+, the latter proton
ates at C to form the planar H2CP+. The linear molecule 
HCPH+ was found not only to lie much higher in energy 
than planar H2CP+ (approximately 185 kJ mol- 1 in the 
most accurate calculations which were reported, namely 
those at the MP 4/6-31 G** IIHF 16-31 G* level described 
below), but also to be a local energy maximum with respect 
to one degenerate pair of bending modes. This contrast in 
behavior between protonated HCN and HCP seems in line 
with what the experimental results imply about the differ
ence in bending potentials between HCN and HCP. It was 
therefore decided to compute an ab initio bending potential 
over the full range of bending angle going from HCP to 
CPH. 

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 

Bond lengths corresponding to a semirigid bender mod
el of the HCP-CPH system were obtained by optimization 
using energy gradients at the SCF (single determinantal) lev
el, the GAUSSIAN 80 program,26 and the split-valence plus 
polarization basis set27,28 6-31G* (polarization functions 
used for P and C only). The computational level is designated 
as HF 16-31 G*. All six (s + d ) second-order Gaussian polar
ization functions were used for both the P and C atoms. 
Specifically the H-C and C-P bond lengths were optimized 
for values of p, defined as 180° minus the H-C-P bond angle, 
ranging from OO(HCP) to 1800(CPH), with the H-P bond dis
tance then being computed geometrically. The computed H
C and C-P equilibrium distances for linear HCP, namely 
1.063 and 1.515 A, respectively, are close to the re values of 
1.0692 and 1.5398 A determined by Strey and Mills20 fit to 
the experimental results. Detailed theoretical studies of the 
HCP bond lengths have been reported by Thompson and 
Ellam.29 A theoretical determination of the HCP stretching 
potential in the linear geometry has been reported by Botsh
wina and Sebald. 30 

For each of the optimized geometries (Table IV) the 
energy was recomputed at the MP4SDQ level (fourth-order 
M01ler-Plesset perturbation theory with single, double, and 
quadruple excitations from a single reference configuration) 
using the 6-31 G ** basis set, identical to 6-31 G * except that 
p-type polarization functions for the H atom have been in
cluded. The resulting energies and energy differences, desig
natedasMP4SDQ/6-31G **//HF/6-31G *,arealsogivenin 
Table IV. This is a computational level which we have found 
to give a very satisfactory description of the proton affinities 
of PH3, HCP, H2CPH, and H3CPH2, as well as of the 
HCPH+ -H2CP+ isomerization energy.22-25 In computing 
the MP 4SDQ correlation corrections the inner shells (Is for 
C and Is, 1$, and 2p for P) were excluded. Finally, vibrational 
frequencies were calculated (Table V) for HCP and CPH 

TABLE IV. Ab initio structures, overlap populations, and energies for HCP/CPH. 

Interatomic distances (A) 

p' H-Cb C_pb H-P" 

o (HCP) 1.063 1.515 2.578 
15 1.064 1.517 2.559 
30 1.066 1.523 2.504 
45 1.071 1.534 2.413 
60 1.079 1.549 2.288 
75 1.094 1.568 2.132 
90 1.123 1.587 1.944 

105 1.185 1.594 1.722 
120 1.360 1.608 1.499 
135 1.978 1.640 1.419 
150 2.533 1.648 1.379 
165 2.866 1.603 1.381 
180 (CPH) 2.961 1.576 1.385 

'p==180" - e, where e is H-C-P angle in degrees. 
bDistances optimized at HF/6-310*level for fixedp. 
C Distance computed from H-C and C-P distances for given p. 
dHF/6-3IG**1 IHF/6-310*level. 

Overlap populationsd 

H-C C-P H-P 

0.962 1.746 - 0.056 
0.957 1.729 -0.058 
0.728 1.686 -0.064 
0.744 1.620 -0.070 
0.752 1.524 -0.074 
0.730 1.394 -0.066 
0.639 1.254 - 0.032 
0.442 1.162 0.056 
0.170 1.109 0.243 
O.ot5 1.090 0.528 

- 0.019 1.153 0.642 
-0.021 1.336 0.637 
- 0.018 1.498 0.621 
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MP4SDQ/6-31 0* *1 IHF 16-310* energies 

E (a.u.) 

- 379.366 29 
- 379.36418 
- 379.357 82 
- 379.347 20 
- 379.33219 
- 379.312 91 
- 379.29225 
- 379.278 72 
- 379.272 51 
- 379.258 54 
- 379.24795 
- 379.237 76 
- 379.232 32 

o 
463 

1858 
4189 
7482 

11713 
16247 
19216 
20578 
23644 
25967 
28204 
29397 
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TABLE V. Comparison of calculated" and observedb vibrational frequen
cies.e 

Mode Symmetry 

VI 0'+ 

v2 11' 

V3 0'+ 

"HF/6-31G*level. 
b Reference 11. 
eIncm- l . 

d Imaginary frequency. 

Calc. 

3578 
830 

1472 

HCP HPC 

Obs. Calc. Obs. 
------

3216.89 2722 
674.70 645/'(\ 

1278.28 1311 

using analytical second derivatives31 at the HF /6-31 G * level 
and the GAUSSIAN82 program. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The HF /6-31 G * bond lengths are given in Table IV and 
in Fig. 8 as a function of the angle p. We note a transition 
region fromp = 105° to 135° characterized by a transfer ofH 
from C to P. This transfer is also seen in the overlap popula
tions (Table IV) calculated at the HF/6-31G**//HF/6-
31 G * level. We note that the transfer region has a smaller C
P overlap population and a longer C-P bond than either 
HCP or CPH. A similar transition region occurs at the top of 
the isomerization barrier in the HCN/CNH system. 14 How
ever in HCP the transition region does not correspond to a 
local energy maximum, the usual sense of a transition state, 
but instead corresponds to an energy shoulder or more figu
ratively an alpine meadow. Indeed our most striking result 
givenbytheMP4SDQ/6-31G **/ /HF/6-31G * energies (Ta
ble IV and Fig. 9), as well as the HF /6-31 G * vibrational 
frequencies (Table V), is that the linear structure of CPH 
corresponds to a local energy maximum, with the structure 
being unstable with respect to the degenerate bending mode. 
This instability may be described as a second-order Renner 
effect, in which the,2' ground state of CPH is mixed by the 1T 

3.00 

oc:[ 

(j') 
I 

5 
2.00 z 

W 
..J 
0 

@ 1.50 

1.00 

HP 

CP 

HC 

0° 45° 
(HGP) 

90" 135° 

P 

HC 

180" 
(GPH) 

FIG. 8. Optimized values at the HF/6-3lG * level for the CP and CH dis
tances in A in HCP as a function of the angle p defined as 180· - LHCP. The 
resulting HP distances are also shown together with their values (dashed 
line) in a rigid bender model in which the CP and HC distances are held at 
their values for p = o. 

bending mode with a 1T excited electronic state. This is simi
lar to the instability in isoelectronic linear HCPH+ dis
cussed previously. Both CPH and HCPH+ have low-lying 
empty u* MO's to which excitation from occupied 1T MO's 
yield 11T and 31T mUltiplets. Although not corresponding to 
the spectroscopic energy differencesE (11T) - E (1,2'), theorbi
tal energy differences.dE = E(U*) - E(1T) are revealing; at the 
HF/6-31G* level.dE's are 16.52, 12.16, and 13.32 eV for 
HCP, CPH, and HCPH+, respectively, indicating much 
smaller excitation energies for CPH and HCPH+ than for 
HCP. 

Figure 9 displays the MP4SDQ/6-31G**//HF/6-
31 G * energies vsp. The energies are somewhat dependent on 
the computational level. Specifically the E (CPH)-E (HCP) 
differences obtained with the 6-31G ** basis set and the HF/ 
6-31G * geometries are 29397,31004, and 32 660 em-I, at 
the MP4SDQ, MP3, and HF levels, respectively, indicating 
the role of electron correlation in lowering the difference. 

Also plotted in Fig. 9 is the experimentally determined 
bending potential over the range in which the experimental 
results span. As can be seen, the agreement is excellent. It is 
seen that the calculated potential, like the experimentally 
determined one, is surprisingly parabolic for bending vibra
tional energies up to approximately 17 000 cm -I. 

As mentioned before, Table V lists vibrational frequen
cies calculated from analytical second derivatives at the HF / 
6-31 G * level. The values for HCP are approximately 12% to 
20% higher than the observed II values. This is the same level 
of agreement noted32 by Pople et al. in a comparison of HF / 
6-31 G * and observed frequencies for a large number of mole
cules including HCN, for which the calculated frequencies 

30,000 

...--.. 20,000 
IE 
u 

----w 

10,000 

• 
• 

o 
o 

o 

o 

• 

• 

• 

06-~~--~--~----L---~--~ 
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(HCP) (CPH) 
P (Degrees) 

FIG. 9. Comparison of ab initio energies (open circles), in em-I, at the 
MP4DSQ/6-31G**//HF/6-3lG* level with the experimentally deter
mined bending potential (solid curve). The horizontal line at 17 575 cm- I 

denotes the highest observed energy level. The bending angle pis 180· minus 
the H-C-P angle. 
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are 3679, 889, and 2438 cm -I, as compared to observed val
ues l7 of331l, 713, and 2097 cm- I for VI' V2, and V3, respec
tively. The key present results are not only that VI and V3 are 
somewhat less for CPH than for HCP, but also that V2 is 
imaginary (negative force constant) for CPH. These calculat
ed frequencies correspond to ZPE's of 40.1 and 24.1 
kJ mol- I for HCP and CPH, respectively. As HCP has the 
higher ZPE, the E (CHP)-E (HCP) values should be reduced 
by an amount not greater than the difference in ZPE values 
of 16 kJ mol- I (1337 cm -I) based upon our calculated vibra
tional frequencies. The instability of CPH with respect to the 
bending mode has already been discussed in terms of the 
energies in Table IV and Fig. 9. We note here that the dis
placement variable for the CPH bending frequency is the H
P-C angle, which differs fromp used in Table IV and Fig. 9, 
although the instability oflinear CPH is manifested in either 
variable. 

The energy for CPH relative to HCP, namely 351.7 
kJ mol- I or 29 420cm- 1 at the MP4SDQ/6-3IG**//HFI 
6-31G * level is nearly twice the 184.8 kJ mol- I difference 
between HCPH+ and H2CP+ calculated at the same level. 
The smaller isomerization energy for H2CP+ as compared 
to HCP is in large part a reflection of the approximately 200 
kJ mol- I required to bend HCP to an H-C-P angle of 122° 
(p = 58°),correspondingtothecomputedHF/6-31G * value 
of the angle in H2CP + . 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

There are several quite significant results of this study, 
and we would like to take this opportunity to discuss them. 

First, the observation of photochemical activity of 
HCP, discovered accidentally and not pursued, opens this 
new class of novel compounds up for the possibility of 
further new chemistry. 

Second, the fluorescence lifetime measurements con
firm some of the speculations of the previous high resolution 
UV work of Johns et aU Further study, such as Stark and 
Zeeman quantum beats may better characterize these excit
ed electronic states. 

Third, the determination of 94 vibrational energy lev
els, combined with the previously measured IR vibrational 
states means that more vibrational states are known for HCP 
than have been reported for even HCN and H20. Johns et 
al.'s study characterized more excited electronic states than 
any other polyatomic molecule, I so HCP may now be the 
most spectroscopically characterized polyatomic molecule, 
despite its chemical obscurity and the lack ofthermodynam
ic data. 

Fourth, the observed vibrational energy levels have 
been fit to experimental accuracy (5 cm -I) by a rigid bender 
Hamiltonian with only five adjustable parameters. This 
model has determined the bending potential of HCP over a 
range of angles from 0°-100°, a range unprecedented for any 
rigid triatomic molecule. The bending potential is found to 
be described over that range by only two parameters, a qua
dratic term and a small quartic term. The variation of the C
P stretching frequency with bending angle, as well as its an
harmonic constant X33 have also been determined. 

The success of the rigid bender Hamiltonian in fitting 

the HCP data is striking when one remembers the essential 
2-1 resonance between the bending mode and the C-P 
stretch that pervades the entire range of observed energy 
levels. The rigid bender Hamiltonian uses an adiabatic sepa
ration to remove the small amplitUde stretching degrees of 
freedom and so is not expected to be able to treat bend
stretch resonances directly. However, the C-P stretching vi
bration V3 decreases with increasing excitation of the bend
ing mode, faster than the anharmonicity of the bending 
mode decreases its vibrational intervals. Therefore, the 2-1 
resonance between V2 and V3 detunes with increasing excita
tion in V2• 

The recent chemical physics literature has been over
whelmed with descriptions of how delocalized or chaotic 
such highly excited vibrational states should be. The appar
ent simplicity of most high overtone states has recently been 
attributed to the peculiar character of those states, having all 
the action localized in one mode.33 The excited vibrational 
states observed here have their action spread over two 
modes, three if you count the I quantum number. Thus the 
simplicity of their spectrum, explainable in terms of separa
ble modes of vibration, stands in even sharper contrast to the 
expected delocalized behavior. It must be pointed out that 
the approximately 10 cm - I resolution of this experiment 
does not rule out that the states are delocalized, as long as the 
relaxation rate from the zero order state is not greater than 
300 GHz. Still, this is approaching time scales for which 
nonstatistical chemical behavior would be expected. 

Fifth, the ab initio calculations that have been per
formed on HCP are in excellent agreement with this and 
previous known spectroscopic data on this molecule. The ab 
initio bending potential is in excellent agreement with the 
experimentally determined potential over the latter's range 
of validity. Therefore, the conclusions of the ab initio calcu
lation, that CPH is unbound, being a saddle point - 30 000 
cm -I higher in energy than HCP, can be accepted with con
fidence. This points out once again that the chemistry of the 
C=P group, though analogous to that ofC=N, has many of 
its own peculiarities that will be revealed now that its study 
has begun in earnest by groups such as Kroto's.34 
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